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Abstract 
Crane is a migratory bird from Siberia (Russia) and enters the Saraiki 

region through the Suleman Mountain Range. The Crane flies in flocks 

with a specific discipline. Greeks and Romans believed the crane to be 

the symbol of spring and lights. It has Omens and divinatory meanings. 

In Japanese, Chinese and Korean culture, crane represents good 

fortune and long life. Crane is an abstemious bird and is used in 

Saraiki language as an expression with various references. It is often 

used as a manifestation of subordination, discipline, unity, tolerance, 

pain, separation, travelling, loyalty, desire, love, beauty and as a role 

model.  It has been used as a symbol in both the modern and classic 

poetry and is the most affectionate expression of Saraiki poetry. The 

legendry Sufi Poets of Saraiki language Baba Fariduddin Ganj Shakar, 

Hazrat Khawaja Ghulam Farid and Maluvi Lutf Ali have applied crane 

as a symbol of travelling, separation and pain. In the modern poetry, 

the renowned poets like Dr. Nasrullah Khan Nasir, Riffat Abbas, Ashoo 

Lal and Ahmed Khan Tariq along with other Saraiki poets have used 

the symbols of crane bird with entirely fresh essence and meaning.  
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I. Introduction 
 The nature and the man have possessed a mutual relation from eternity to infinity.  

It may be the contemporary age or the ancient times, these have remained as the part of 

human fantasy. The plants, minerals, birds and animals have inspired the human being 

with their high qualities and outstanding elegance on various occasions. The crane is such 

a bird which has remained the reliable symbol of the fantasy of the man. 

 

 Greeks and the Romans believed that the crane bird is the symbol of spring season 

and light and the bird was also sacred to Apollo. In Japan, the Crane is a mystical 
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creature and is believed to live for a thousand years. As a result in the Japanese, Chinese 

and Korean culture, the crane is considered to be the bird of good fortune and longevity. 

The Japanese refer crane as a bird of happiness. 

 

 Top Bell reported that when fables ruled the world it was believed that a proud 

queen of pygmies named Genoe or Gerania was turned into a crane by Juno and Diana, 

because she taught her people to pay no attention to other gods and only worship her. 

Gerania thereafter initiated an irreconcilable war between cranes and pygmies that had 

persisted ever since. He further narrated that even the African crowned cranes were well 

known to Pliny and other early Roman writers and the Eurasian Crane was even more 

familiar to the early Romans, who were greatly impressed by its longevity. 

(Paul,1983:70). 

 

 In the Saraiki poetry the Crane bird has been used as symbol with various 

references, which are following obedience to the rulers, discipline, unity, affection, 

migration, separation, travelling, pain, isolation, patience, faithfulness and elegance. In 

Saraiki verse the poets from Baba Farid Ganj Shakar to the poets of modern era have 

practiced the usage of crane in various modes and occurrences in their specific 

methodical way of expression.  

 

 Crane is an abstemious and travelling bird and one feels by watching it that as it 

has been detached from its orbit and has grown into the state of separation and absence. 

The expression and dissemination of the condition of separation and desertion from 

friend is a natural reconciliation with the Saraiki language. The poets have also presented 

this constructive elegance as reference in a very impressive manner, Khawaja Ghulam 

Farid present this state in this way: 

 

Koel, koonj, meharva bolay, 

Dil dukhiari noon dukh taway. 

Nain  chain say jhagrhat jhagrhat, 

Tarhpat Tharhpat rain bahaway  (Farid, K.G, 2006: 44) 

 

 The nature is always the same, such as the dejection, which aggravates the man 

inwardly. Similarly the grief of detachment from the flock also brings a crane to a pre-

mature death. It is included in the instinct of the crane that it can’t live alone. When the 

crane gets separated from its companions, it produces a very dreadful sound, as some 

black Negro screams in pain. Crane is also referred to as sorrow and separation. Tahir 

Shirazi expresses in this regard: 

 

Jain deinh da hijr sirhandi hay 

Har welay halat mandi hay, 

Koi koonj gharib hay patnan tay, 

Han khandi hay, kurlandi hay (Shirazi, 2010:84) 

 

Similarly Ahmed Khan Tariq says: 

 

Teday naan di moonjh hay koonj kalhi, 

Kalhi koonj day hin kurlat kalhe, 
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Ain sath day sainh day wainh kalhe, 

Kalhi rainrh tay cheek chakat kalhe 

Chup rowanrh de  wand aeen keti, 

Denhan chup tay raat rahat kalhe, 

Naien Tariq lok rowa ghinde, 

Bus rowarnain paen rowat kalhe   (Tariq, A.K., 2007: 328) 

 

 In the mystic poetry the Crane has ascended as a very strong reference, because the 

temperament of crane is very close to the mystical topics. Due to this reason, our Sufi 

poets have preferred crane for their expression of emotions. The emperor of Kafi domain 

Khawaja Ghulam Farid articulates: 

 

Ishq Farid rulaium bar wich, 

Had had tay ang ang yara, 

Nikhrhium koonj walhar di (Farid, G.K,. 2014:120) 

 

Ashoo Lal renders in his kafi: 

man  aprnhe di moonh dasa, 

Arhi moonjh dasa kiwain kitha karon 

kiwain kitha karon, arhi koonjh dasa, (Lal, Ashoo, 2002:66) 

 

 Riffat Abbas in his poetry has presented crane with a new dimension, in which 

new threats and assumptions have been breathing and pointing towards the sorrow of the 

era and the victimized society due to lack of affection. 

 

Ein duniya di galh kithaen naien pai phabdi Riffat, 

Machhiyan bahoun ghabrandin ithan koonjan bahoun dardeya hin, 

Raat tuhadiyan takian andar rangley sheeshy bakhay, 

Andar tusaan bethy haway ya watt baharo’on chan haie   (Riffat, 2016:214) 

 

 In the Saraiki region, the crane is used as a symbol of elegance in the daily 

conversation along with the poetry. The beautiful girl is compared with crane. When the 

beauty is referred to crane then all the other topics about crane are entirely neglected. The 

sophistication only comes as an ideal. Because in Saraiki poetry, it is not only found 

physically but also referred to the environmental and social magnificence.  

 

Ralaay chherhwan de sadian manjhen banrian teday jhul wichoon 

Wichoon kalhe kalhe inhan baitan de sawi koonj banri 

Chittay hans barin kithan nal apnrain , teday tal wichoon    (Ashoo , 2002:34) 

 

Mustafa Khadim says: 

 

Koonj di moonjh mita way Maula 

Bait day bhag jagaway Maula, 

Sawil sobh nazardi wo yar  (Khadim, 1996:56) 

 

 The cranes are native of Siberia (Russia), where the mercury falls to freezing point 

even in the months of September / October, these birds in a bid to save their life proceed 
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on journey to the hotter areas. These travel to Baluchistan and enter Pakistan. Their first 

stop over is in the Suleman Mountain range, where they stay and lay eggs.  Then these 

travels in the search of water and where ever these find a river bank or a water pond 

(Dhand), cranes make that point their abode. After passing through Suleman Mountain 

range these proceed towards Rajasthan via Thar and Cholistan. Perhaps, migration and 

travelling is the fate of the crane and this migration becomes the symbol of solitude and 

separation. It is also a fact that the incompletion of the journey preserves their passion, 

which is the sign of the eternity of their life. 

 

Asaan ke taien saath nibhawnra hay 

Ewain daruknray ia thak banhwanra hay 

Sakoon wal wal koonjan dehdian pen, (Riffat, 2005:13) 

 

Khawaja Ghulam Farid mentions: 

 

Koonjan karkin, mor jhingaray, koel kook sunraway, 

Aaway yaad sajanr day ralrhay, zulmi birhwn sataway (Farid, 2014:186) 

 

 The return journey of the crane is in the season of Chait Wisakh, the time when the 

wheat crop is harvested. Hazrat Bab Fariduddin Ganj Shakar states with reference to this 

return journey of cranes: 

 

Kanrak koonjan, chait deenh, sawanr bijlian, 

Sialay sohndian par gul pahrhian (Hashmi, 1996: 134) 

 

    If the crane becomes the reference of separation and loneliness, then it also has 

diverse meanings of desire and affection. In Saraiki poetry, there is a continuing 

development of the poetry of separation, where the separation has been mentioned; its 

torment has also been stated. It is preceded by the search of a companion and in this 

context one has to face the misfortunes. But the desire to meet his beloved keeps him 

blooming to bear this heavy burden and to move on towards his destiny. So, it can be said 

that this painful journey of the crane keeps its desire to achieve the destiny renewed and 

fresh. 

 

Koonjan wangon sik mitran di wal wal pheray paway, 

Daryawain da panri peendi jeevan jogi theendi (Shamim, 2008,74) 

Dukhtar kanrh Shikasti maadar, 

Koonj wangain kurlandi, 

Dil wich sik milanr di ghalib, 

Talib wichhirh giyan di  (Lutf, 1964:247) 

 

 When cranes pass through the plains of the Indus valley then it is usually the 

evening or night time. These produce specific sound during flight, which are attributed to 

the crane by the natives of the Saraiki region in these words: Turdiyan Raho, Turdiyan 

Rah. The verses of the modern poet of Saraiki, Dr. Nasrullah Khan Nasir is a unique 

reference with mention of crane, which has not been used in the Saraiki poetry earlier, 

even though this is an inviolable reference of its kind: 
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Koonjan rhi koonjan   Sarwar saien da phera pati wanjo, 

Koonjan apnre pandh khana tay pheray pawanr lagin, 

Kalay roh jablan wich suttayLaalan walay utton 

Unrh soohain desan day pakhi  sau sau pheray pawin. 

Guzray welay dian bandian de  Likhay qaul nibhawin, 

Dharti day mathay tay wi koi ainjhay harf akoray 

Jekon sadian aawanr walian sarian naslan 

Sees  niwa tay sajday dewin  (Nasir,1990:39-40) 

 

 This is an exclusive poem with reference to the cranes coming from Siberia and 

paying tributes to the great Sufi saint Hazrat Sakhi Sarwar who has been lying in eternal 

peace in the lap of Suleman Mountain range. There is a myth existing in the Saraiki 

region that when the children watch a flock of cranes, they vociferously call them as 

follows: 

 

“ Koonjan wo  koonjan, 

Sarwar  saien da Phera pati wanjo” 

 

 Surprisingly, the flock of cranes makes a circle, produce specific sound and take 

seven rounds. After that these restart their journey, but if someone else call them again, 

these again stop make the formation and take seven rounds as previously. The elders 

prevent the children to abstain from this act, so that their journey may not be disrupted 

and let the cranes continue their journey. This is a strange phenomenon that for the last 

seven to eight centuries these migratory birds coming from very distant land pay tribute 

and offer seven rounds’ salute to the Sufi saint. In this poem, a message has been 

disseminated to his community that if the migratory birds of Siberia can pay tributes to 

the Sufi saint lying in peace in the barren and desolate lap of the Suleman mountain 

range, who served the humanity with dedication and devotion, then there should be 

someone from the community following the path of Hazrat Sakhi Sarwar to whom our 

coming generations should pay tributes to that particular person. 

 

 In the initial part of the poem only the pure myth has been presented and then this 

topical poem has made efforts to guide the young generation to perform noble deeds and 

serve the humanity. Then some persons will leave such indelible impacts on our soil that 

our coming generations will keep on presenting them rich tributes for their noble deeds. 

 

II. Conclusion 
 The existence of nature is not different from man’s presence.  Hence through the 

harmony with nature, the similar musical note,  melody, passion and sympathy  will be 

produced as tremor through discerning ecstasy  and buries the difference of inwardly and 

outwardly .In Saraiki language, Crane is such a multi-dimensional reference that wipes 

out the apparent difference and combines the inwardly and outwardly conditions. The 

interaction of Saraiki region and Cranei is not only the natural expression of the Saraiki 

classical and modern poetry but the crane is also a verified symbol. The example is as 

follows: 

 

Udiyan ni koonjan wich sawi koonj ae, 

Sada Rab gawah hay yar sakoon sajnan di moonjh ae 
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 The Crane bird has centuries old relation with the Saraiki region. Sometimes it 

becomes the symbol of separation and solitude and at other times the comeliness of 

delicacy is observed in it.  Hence, the Saraiki language poets have applied the reference 

of crane bird according to their motivation and brought it in their limitation of thoughts.  

If one has to mention exquisiteness then crane has been compared with it. It also became 

the source of expressing sorrow and the model of affection and faithfulness. At other 

times it represented loyalty and adapted the shape of an ideal. While in other religions it 

has been the symbol of eternal youth and happiness. The Japanese have termed crane as a 

mystical holy creature and have symbolized it as a sign of good fortune and longevity. 

Crane also delivers messages of Omen and dininity. 

 

 Although crane is not an indigenous bird and spends a few months of winter 

season in the lap of Suleman Mountain range annually and then returns to its native land. 

Yet, still its relation with the natives of this Saraiki soil is very deep and durable. Hence, 

our Saraiki poets have  particularly sensed the sorrow and pain of this grief stricken bird 

and applied this fact in  their expression of passions in their poetry as a symbol of desire,  

discipline,  separation, love, faithfulness, elegance, unity and role model. 

 

Koojan rhi  koonjan, 

Sarwar saien da phera pati wanjo, 
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